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Three-dimensional (3D) displays have become important for many applications including vision research, operation of
remote devices, medical imaging, surgical training, scientific visualization, virtual prototyping, and more. In many of these
applications, it is important for the graphic image to create a faithful impression of the 3D structure of the portrayed object or
scene. Unfortunately, 3D displays often yield distortions in perceived 3D structure compared with the percepts of the real
scenes the displays depict. A likely cause of such distortions is the fact that computer displays present images on one
surface. Thus, focus cuesVaccommodation and blur in the retinal imageVspecify the depth of the display rather than the
depths in the depicted scene. Additionally, the uncoupling of vergence and accommodation required by 3D displays
frequently reduces one’s ability to fuse the binocular stimulus and causes discomfort and fatigue for the viewer. We have
developed a novel 3D display that presents focus cues that are correct or nearly correct for the depicted scene. We used
this display to evaluate the influence of focus cues on perceptual distortions, fusion failures, and fatigue. We show that when
focus cues are correct or nearly correct, (1) the time required to identify a stereoscopic stimulus is reduced, (2) stereoacuity
in a time-limited task is increased, (3) distortions in perceived depth are reduced, and (4) viewer fatigue and discomfort are
reduced. We discuss the implications of this work for vision research and the design and use of displays.
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Introduction

Consider two viewing situations: a complex real scene
viewed binocularly and a stereoscopic computer display
of the same scene. The computer display is carefully
constructed so all the standard depth cuesVbinocular
disparity, texture gradients, occlusion, shading, etc.Vare
geometrically correct. Hence, the geometric patterns of
stimulation striking the two eyes from the scene and
display are the same. Psychophysical research (Backus,
Banks, van Ee, & Crowell, 1999; Buckley & Frisby, 1993;
Ellis, Smith, Grunwald, & McGreevy, 1993; Frisby,
Buckley, & Duke, 1996; Frisby et al., 1995; Watt, Akeley,
Ernst, & Banks, 2005) and experience with virtual-reality
displays (Creem-Regehr, Willemsen, Gooch, & Thompson,
2005; Sahm, Creem-Regehr, Thompson, & Willemsen,

2005; Willemsen, Gooch, Thompson, & Creem-Regehr,
2007) suggest that the perceived 3D structure will differ:
The depth in the computer display will generally appear
flattened relative to the real scene from which it is
derived (there are also cases in which the perceived depth
will be exaggerated). In computer displays, focus
cuesVaccommodation and blur in the retinal image-
specify the depth of the display rather than the depicted
scene. Those cues to flatness may affect depth percepts.
Conventional 3D displays also create unnatural conflicts
between vergence and accommodation. Those conflicts
may affect the ability to fuse binocularly and may cause
visual fatigue.
Here we describe work on the influence of accommo-

dation and blur on binocular fusion, space perception, and
visual fatigue. We also discuss the implications for vision
research and the design and use of displays.
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Focus cues and perceptual distortions

To understand 3D percepts, we should consider the
array of cues the visual system uses to estimate 3D layout.
There is considerable evidence that depth cues are
combined in optimal or nearly optimal fashion to produce
minimum-variance depth estimates (Hillis, Watt, Landy,
& Banks, 2004; Jacobs, 1999; Knill & Saunders, 2003).
Even supposedly ordinal depth cues are combined this
way (Burge, Peterson, & Palmer, 2005). Assuming that
the noises associated with cue measurement are independ-
ent and Gaussian distributed and all depths are equally
likely, one can derive from Bayes’ law a simple rule for
producing the minimum-variance estimate (Cochran,
1937; Ghahramani, Wolpert, & Jordan, 1997):

D̂¼
X
i

wiDi; wi ¼ Aj2
i

.X
j

Aj2
j ð1Þ

where Di is the relative depth (difference in distances
between positions in the scene) specified by cue i, and Ai

is the standard deviation of that cue’s estimate. Because the
weights are proportional to the normalized inverse variances,
more weight is assigned to less variable (more reliable) cues.
Stimuli in the real world contain numerous depth cues

all specifying the same 3D layout. Computer displays
present images on one surface: e.g., the phosphor grid for
cathode-ray displays (CRTs). As a consequence, stimuli
presented on computer displays contain some cues that
specify the depth intended by the graphics engineer (we
call these simulated cues) and some cues created by the
display screen that specify the relative depth of the screen
(namely, that it is flat) rather than the intended depth
(screen cues). Screen cues include motion parallax due to
the viewer’s head movements relative to the screen and
visible pixelization due to the discrete nature of the
screen, but we concentrate here on one class of screen
cuesVfocus cuesVbecause they are likely to cause
perceptual distortions (Buckley & Frisby, 1993; Frisby
et al., 1995; Watt et al., 2005) and viewer fatigue (Ukai,
2007; Wann & Mon-Williams, 1997) and because they
have proven difficult to eliminate (Akeley, Watt, Girshick,
& Banks, 2004). Focus cues come in two forms.

1. Blur gradient in the retinal image. With real scenes,
retinal blur varies consistently with changes in scene
depth: The retinal image is sharpest for objects at
the distance to which the eye is focused and blurred
for nearer and farther objects (Figure 1, lower left).
The correlation between blur and depth in real
scenes aids depth perception (Kuribayashi et al.,
2006; Marshall, Burbeck, Ariely, Rolland, & Martin,
1996; Mather, 1997; Mather & Smith, 2000, 2002;
O’Shea, Govan, & Sekuler, 1997). In computer
displays, focal distance is constant so all retinal-image
points are sharp if the viewer’s eye is focused at that
distance and blurred if the eye is focused elsewhere.

Consequently, the blur gradient produced by viewing a
conventional 3D display specifies flatness (Figure 1,
lower right).

2. Accommodation. As the eye looks around a real
scene, neural commands are sent to the lens muscles
to change focal power and thereby minimize blur for
the fixated part of the scene. This is a depth cue
(Mon-Williams & Tresilian, 2000; Wallach &
Norris, 1963). As the eye looks around the simulated
scene in a 3D display, the focal distance of the light
does not vary, so the neural commands are constant
and signal less depth (Figure 1).

If the estimates from individual cues are unbiased from
the true values, the minimum-variance estimate from
Equation 1 is

D̂¼ wsimDsim þ wfocDfoc; ð2Þ
where D refers to relative depth (the distance between one
point and another), foc and sim refer to the relative depth
specified by focus cues and by information other than
focus cues (e.g., disparity, shading, perspective), and wi

are given by Equation 1. In the real world, relative depth
specified by the two classes of cues would generally be
the same, so the equation reduces to

D̂¼ Dsim: ð3Þ
A plot of perceived relative depth as a function of the depth
specified by the available cues would yield a line of slope
one. As a consequence, we generally see the depth in real
scenes correctly, at least at close range (Mon-Williams,
Tresilian, & Roberts, 2000); for counter-examples at long
range, see Loomis, Da Silva, Fujita, and Fukusima (1992).
With a computer-displayed stimulus, simulated cues
indicate depth variation while focus cues indicate a
relative depth of zero:

D̂¼ wsimDsim: ð4Þ
Thus, a plot of perceived relative depth as a function of the
relative depth specified by cues other than focus cues yields
a line of slope wsim, which is less than 1 for wfoc 9 0.
Consequently, we usually experience depth compression
in 3D displays (Buckley & Frisby, 1993; Watt et al., 2005;
Willemsen et al., 2007).

Focus cues, fusion, and stereopsis

For a stimulus to be sharply focused on the retina, the
eye must be accommodated to a distance close to the focal
distance of the object. The acceptable range is the depth of
focus, which is roughly T0.3 diopters (D) under normal
circumstances (Campbell, 1957; Charman & Whitefoot,
1977). Understandably, the blur caused by an accommoda-
tive error reduces the precision of stereopsis: With natural
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pupils, errors of 1D and 2D cause nearly two- and ten-fold
reductions in stereoacuity, respectively (Odom, Chao, &
Leys, 1992; Westheimer & McKee, 1980; Wood, 1983).
For a stimulus to be seen as single (i.e., fused) rather
than double, the eyes must be converged to a distance
close to the object distance. The tolerance range is Panum’s
fusion area, which is 15–30 arcmin (Ogle, 1932; Schor,
Wood, & Ogawa, 1984). Thus, vergence errors larger than
15–30 arcmin cause a breakdown in binocular fusion and
stereopsis is thereby disrupted (Julesz, 1971). Smaller
vergence errors do not cause fusion to break down, but
yield measurable reductions in stereoacuity (Blakemore,
1970). Therefore, fine stereopsis requires reasonably
accurate accommodation and vergence. Figure 2A shows
the range of acceptable focal distances (the depth of focus)
and the range of acceptable vergence distances (Panum’s
area) when the viewer accommodates and converges to the
same distance. The range of accommodation and vergence
possible without excessive error in either is the zone of
clear single binocular vision (Fry, 1939; Howard &
Rogers, 2002; Morgan, 1944; green region in Figure 2B).
Accommodation and vergence responses are normally

coupled. Specifically, accommodative changes evoke

vergence changes (accommodative vergence), and ver-
gence changes evoke accommodative changes (vergence
accommodation) (Fincham & Walton, 1957; Martens &
Ogle, 1959). In the real world, accommodation–vergence
coupling is helpful because focal and vergence distances
are almost always the same no matter where the viewer
looks (Figure 1, left). One benefit of the coupling is
increased speed of accommodation and vergence. Accom-
modation is faster with binocular viewingVwhere blur
and disparity signals specify the same change in dis-
tanceVthan with monocular viewing where only blur
provides a useful signal (Cumming & Judge, 1986;
Krishnan, Shirachi, & Stark, 1977). Similarly, vergence
is faster when disparity and blur signals specify the same
change in distance than when only disparity specifies a
change (Cumming & Judge, 1986; Semmlow & Wetzel,
1979). For these reasons, one expects that demanding
stereoscopic tasks will require less time when the stimuli
to accommodation and vergence are consistent with one
another than when they are not.
In 3D displays, the normal correlation between focal

and vergence distance is disrupted (Figure 1, right): Focal
distance is now fixed at the display while vergence

Figure 1. Vergence and focal distance with real stimuli and stimuli presented on conventional 3D displays. (A) The viewer is fixated and focused
on the vertex of a hinge. Vergence distance is the distance to the vertex. Vergence response is the distance to the intersection of the eyes’ lines of
sight. Focal distance is the distance to which the eye would have to focus to create a sharply focused image. Accommodative response is the
distance to which the eye is accommodated. (B) The viewer is fixated on the simulated hinge vertex on a computer display screen. Vergence
distance is the same as in panel A. Focal distance is now the distance to the display. (C) The appearance of the stimulus when the viewer is
accommodated to the vertex of a real hinge. In the retinal image, the joined planes (the sides) of the hinge are blurred relative to the vertex. (D)
Appearancewhen the viewer is accommodated to the vertex of a simulated hinge. The sides and the vertex are equally sharp in the retinal image.
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distance varies depending on the part of the simulated scene
the viewer fixates. For reasons stated above, we expect that
stereoacuity will be reduced in 3D displays compared with
viewing situations that maintain the normal correlation
between focal distance and vergence distance. We also
expect that the time required to fuse a stimulus binocularly
will be increased in conventional 3D displays.

Focus cues and visual fatigue

Prolonged use of conventional 3D displays produces
viewer fatigue and discomfort (Emoto, Niida, & Okano,
2005; Takada, 2006; Takaki, 2003; Wann & Mon-
Williams, 2002; Yano, Emoto, & Mitsuhashi, 2004). It
has often been claimed that the symptoms are caused by
the dissociation between vergence and accommodation
that is required in such displays (Emoto et al., 2005; Ukai,
2007; Wann & Mon-Williams, 1997; Yano et al., 2004).
Emoto et al. (2005) observed symptoms of fatigue when
observers viewed stimuli with a larger conflict between
the vergence and the focal distances. Wann and Mon-
Williams (2002) reported a pre-test versus post-test
change in the cross-link functions (AC/A and CA/C
ratios) after prolonged viewing of a 3D display; they also
observed an increase in fatigue. As we will make clear in
the Discussion section (and foreshadow in the introduction

to Experiment 4), factors other than the conflict in the
vergence and the accommodative stimuli could have been
responsible for the reported fatigue in all of the above-
mentioned references. Therefore, to our knowledge, the
link between the stimulus conflict and fatigue has never
been directly tested.
The set of vergence and accommodative responses that

can be achieved without discomfort is Percival’s zone of
comfort, which is about one-third the width of the zone of
clear single binocular vision (Howard & Rogers, 2002;
Morgan, 1944; Percival, 1920; yellow region in Figure 2B).
Stimuli in the real world (the circles in Figure 2B) fall
within the comfort zone while many stimuli on 3D displays
(the squares) do not. To fuse and focus the latter stimuli, the
viewer must counteract the normal accommodation–ver-
gence coupling, and the effort involved is believed to
cause viewer fatigue and discomfort (Ukai, 2007; Wann &
Mon-Williams, 1997). Accommodation and vergence can-
not be set independently to arbitrary values because a
change in vergence innervation affects accommodation and
vice versa.
3D displays are used increasingly in several professions,

particularly medicine, so it is important to determine if
accommodativeVvergence mismatches in fact cause the
fatigue and discomfort. Determining whether or not such
mismatches are the cause is a crucial first step toward
figuring out how to minimize the problem.

Figure 2. Consequences of vergence–accommodation coupling. The panels plot focal distance as a function of simulated (or vergence)
distance. The bottom abscissa and the left ordinate have units of diopters. The top abscissa and the right ordinate have the corresponding
values in meters. (A) Depth of focus and Panum’s fusion area in diopters. Here we simulate real objects, so the vergence and the focal
distances specified by the object are equal to one another. The diagonal line represents the viewer’s vergence and accommodation
assuming accurate responses to the object. Vertical cross sections of the red region represent the eye’s depth of focus. Horizontal cross
sections of the blue region represent Panum’s fusion area (15 arcmin). Note that the sizes of the zones of clear vision and of single vision
remain constant in diopters. Because of this, we will express simulated and vergence distances in diopters instead of in meter-angles,
which are the conventional units in optometry and ophthalmology. (B) Zones of clear single vision and of comfort. The green area
represents the zone of clear single binocular vision: the range of vergence and accommodative responses that young adults can achieve
without excessive effort and without exceeding depth of focus or Panum’s area. The yellow area represents Percival’s zone of comfort: the
range of responses viewers can achieve without discomfort. Circles represent three real-world stimuli; squares represent the
corresponding stimuli on a conventional 3D display.
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Novel 3D display

Because of the problems associated with conventional
3D displays, there have been many attempts to construct
displays that minimize the conflict between simulated and
focus cues (and between vergence and accommodation)
(Favalora et al., 2002; Lucente, 1997; McQuaide, 2002;
Schowengerdt & Seibel, 2006; Sullivan, 2004; Suyama,
Takada, Uehira, & Sakai, 2001; Takaki, 2003). These
displays have not been widely used for a variety of
reasons including the facts that they cannot be driven by
conventional graphics hardware, and they cannot correctly

render view-dependent lighting effects such as occlusions,
highlights, and reflections. A central goal in the develop-
ment of our display was to retain the ability to render
view-dependent lighting effects and to use conventional
graphics hardware while minimizing the conflict between
simulated cues and focus cues. The display is shown in
Figure 3 and described in the General methods section.

Preview

In the experiments reported here, we used the unique
properties of our display to investigate how the relationship

Figure 3. Fixed-viewpoint, volumetric display. The IBM T221 LCD panel is viewed through semi-transparent and front-surface mirrors such
that each eye sees three superimposed images. (A) Schematic. The left side is a top view. The T221 display is placed “face down” on top
of the apparatus. Shaded rectangles represent the portions of the display surface that are the far, mid, and near image planes. Red lines
represent left and right eyes’ lines of sight if the eyes are in parallel gaze (vergence = 0-). Periscope optics delivers the images to the
eyes. The right side of Panel A is a side view. It shows the arrangement of the mirrors for creating each eye’s view. The images from the
three planes travel different distances before arriving at the eyes. The far image plane is reflected off the front-surface mirror and
transmitted through two semi-transparent mirrors. The near image plane is reflected off one semi-transparent mirror. (B) The focal
distances of the image planes and the viewing frusta for the two eyes. The focal distances of the image planes are 31.1 (near), 39.4 (mid),
and 53.6 cm (far) (3.21, 2.54, and 1.87 D; 0.67 D separations). The viewing frusta were skewed so that the binocular overlap was
maximized at the far image plane. (C) The display is removed from the top to expose the mirrors. The apertures for viewing the stimuli are
in the lower left. A worm gear allows the aperture separation to be adjusted to the observer’s inter-ocular distance. (D) An observer
viewing stimuli with the display in place. Details in Akeley et al. (2004).
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between vergence- and accommodation-specified distances
affects visual performance and fatigue. Experiment 1
examined whether viewers can fuse a stereoscopic image
more quickly when the conflict between simulated cues
(in this case, disparity) and focus cues is minimized.
Experiment 2 asked whether viewers achieve greater
stereoacuity with brief stimulus presentations when the
conflict is minimized. Experiment 3 examined distortions
in perceived depth and how they are influenced by focus
cues. Finally, Experiment 4 investigated the role of
mismatches between the stimulus to vergence and the
stimulus to accommodation in viewer fatigue and dis-
comfort. We found in each case that minimizing the
conflict between focus cues and disparity cues yielded a
clear benefit.

General methods

The display is shown schematically in Figure 3A. In
each eye’s view, a mirror and two plate beam splitters are
used to create a light field that is the sum of aligned images
drawn at three image planes. We produce the binocular
visual field using a periscope assembly. This creates a
volumetric stereoscopic display because the light comes
from sources at different distances. One way in which our
display differs from other volumetric approaches is that we
fix the eyes’ positions. By knowing the observer’s position,
we can calculate each eye’s view and display the correct
disparities and preserve viewpoint-specific lighting effects
like occlusion, specularity, and reflection. The display can
present disparities and scene geometry at high resolution.
It presents focus cues with relatively low resolution in
depth because sensitivity to focus cues is far poorer than
for spatial position (Campbell, 1957; Rolland, Krueger, &
Goon, 1999). Figure 3A shows how we create three focal
distances for each of the eyes by dividing the screen into
six viewports.
Under typical viewing situations, depth of focus is T0.25 to

T0.3 D (Campbell, 1957; Charman & Whitefoot, 1977),
which corresponds to a range of 0.5–0.6 D around fixation.
In our display, the image planes are placed slightly farther
apart at 1.87 (far plane), 2.54 (mid plane), and 3.21 D (near
plane), separations of 0.67 D (Figure 3B). The image–plane
spacing is therefore just slightly greater than a standard
observer’s depth of focus. The monitor, an IBM T221 liquid-
crystal display (LCD), has a maximum resolution of 3840 �
2400. At that resolution, pixels subtend 1.38, 1.09, and
0.80 arcmin at the near, mid, and far image planes, which for
a standard observer is near the acuity limit. We drive the
display with an Nvidia Quadro 4 900XGL graphics card.
When the display was driven at the maximum resolution, the
card could only support a 12-Hz refresh rate. Because of the
sample-and-hold manner in which pixels are illuminated in
LCDs, the images did not appear to flicker. For time-

sensitive experiments, we ran the display at half resolution,
1920 � 1200, to boost the refresh rate to 41 Hz.

Alignment

Because the light rays approaching the eyes come from
different distances, alignment of the eyes with the viewports
is critical. We achieve this by first using a sighting device
(Hillis & Banks, 2001) to adjust the bite bar (and therefore
the observer’s eyes) relative to the apparatus so that we can
place the eyes in the appropriate position. Once the
observer is in position, the separation between the viewing
apertures is set equal to the observer’s inter-ocular distance;
we also set software parameters to the inter-ocular distance.
We then fine-tune the alignment in software using a
between-image–plane vernier alignment technique (Akeley
et al., 2004). The alignment is accurate to within seconds of
arc and ensures that light from the appropriate pixels on
different image planes sums along lines of sight.

No need to track accommodation

With this display, we can simulate the effects of
differential focus without tracking the observer’s accom-
modation. To see this, consider a simple situation: We
want to portray a small object at the distance of the far
plane (53.6 cm) and another small object at the distance of
the near plane (31.1 cm). For real objects positioned at
those distances, accommodation to 53.6 cm would make
the far object in focus and the near one out of focus. With
accommodation to the near object, the reverse occurs.
Exactly the same applies for our display because the light
comes from different distances. The situation is more
complicated for simulated object positions in between the
planes. We discuss this in the next section.
To create the retinal images that best approximate

images formed in real-world viewing, we render objects as
unblurred on the image planes and let the observer’s
optics create the appropriate blur.

Depth-weighted blending

For all but the very unlikely case that the depth of a
point in the scene coincides exactly with the depth of one
of the image planes, a rule is required to assign image
intensities to image planes. The simplest rule is the box
filter (Figure 4, left): each point in the scene is drawn at
the image plane to which it is closest. However, this
approach produces blur discontinuities. For example,
consider the situation in Figure 4 in which a line extends
from a near image plane to a farther one. For a given
accommodative state, the retinal-image blur of the line
will have one value for parts that are drawn on one plane
and another value for parts that are drawn on the second
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plane. This produces a visible discontinuity in the retinal
image of the line. To minimize this problem, we use a tent
filter (Figure 4, right). With this rule, the image intensity
at each image plane is weighted according to the dioptric
distance of the point from that plane, determined along a
line of sight. This approach, which we call depth-weighted
blending, eliminates the discontinuity. This blending
technique is a significant technical development that can
be applied to any multi-plane display.

Analysis of retinal-image formation

The retinal images formed by viewing real-world
stimuli, stimuli on conventional 3D displays, and stimuli
in our multi-plane display can differ substantially. In this
next section, we explore how the retinal images differ
across these three types of viewing situations to better
understand the costs and benefits of different kinds of
displays.
We measured the optics of an individual eye (the first

author’s left eye) using a Shack–Hartmann wavefront

sensor. Optical aberrations were represented by Zernike
polynomials from which we computed the point-spread
function (PSF; the retinal image created by a point source)
for objects at various distances with different accommo-
dative states. We assumed that the aberrations do not
change over small visual angles and therefore that we
could calculate the retinal image from the convolution of a
small object and the PSF. In order to calculate the PSF for
varying amounts of defocus, we used the Zernike
aberrations measured at one particular accommodative
state and then added an appropriate amount of Zernike
defocus. This assumed that the higher-order aberrations
did not change with accommodation (Cheng et al., 2004).
Although we are ultimately interested in image for-

mation with natural, broadband stimuli, it is instructive to
study spatial sinusoids because broadband stimuli can be
synthesized from sinusoids and because the primary effect
of defocus on sinusoids is only a reduction in contrast.
The upper, middle, and lower rows of Figure 5 show
retinal-image contrast for sinusoids in the real world, on a
conventional 3D display, and in our volumetric display.
The left, middle, and right columns show the plots for
stimulus spatial frequencies of 2, 6, and 18 cpd,
respectively. The abscissas represent the real or the
simulated focal distance of the stimulus in diopters. The
ordinates represent the eye’s focal distance in diopters.
Colors represent the contrast ratio: retinal-image contrast
divided by stimulus contrast (yellow representing the
highest ratio and black the lowest).
Consider a real stimulus of 6 cpd (top center in Figure 5)

at a distance of 2.5 D. As the observer accommodates from
far to near (i.e., from 1.5 to 3.5 D, a vertical slice in the
graph), the retinal-image contrast first increases to a
maximum of 88.5% of the stimulus contrast and then
decreases. As one would expect, focusing the eye at 2.5 D,
the actual object distance, yields maximum retinal contrast.
At a lower frequency of 2 cpd, the rise and fall of image
contrast is shallower, and peak contrast is higher at 96.4%.
At a higher frequency of 18 cpd, the rise and fall is steeper,
and peak contrast is much lower at 48.2%. These plots
represent the normal relationship between object distance,
accommodative response, and retinal-image contrast.
Next consider a conventional 3D display (middle row in

Figure 5). Because the distance to the display surface is
fixed at 40 cm (2.5 D), the relationship between simulated
object distance, accommodation, and retinal-image con-
trast is altogether different: retinal contrast is now
maximized by accommodating to the distance of the
display surface rather than to the object’s simulated
distance. Thus, to maintain a clear and single percept,
the observer must hold accommodation fixed despite
changes in simulated distance, and this requires the
dissociation of accommodation and vergence.
Now consider our multi-plane display (Figure 5, bottom

row). The three image planes are positioned at intervals of
0.67 D, so the workspace is a 1.33-D volume. When the
simulated distance is at the distance of an image plane, the

Figure 4. Pixel lighting with box and tent depth filters. The
horizontal lines represent two image planes, the thick blue
diagonal line the surface we wish to draw, and the thick blue
horizontal lines the pixel intensities on the image planes; dark
blue represents high intensity and pale blue represents low
intensity. The box filter illuminates the far image plane at high
intensity for all regions in which the simulated surface is closer to
the far than the near plane. It illuminates the near plane at high
intensity for all regions in which the simulated surface is closer to
that plane. The tent filter weights intensities according to the
proportion of the dioptric distance between the two image planes.
This occurs along each line of sight. The sum of the two
intensities is the same as the intensity on one plane in a
conventional display. For details, see Akeley et al. (2004).
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retinal contrast produced by viewing our display is
identical to the contrast produced by viewing the real
world. When the simulated distance is between planes,
the retinal image is formed by a depth-weighted blend
(Figure 4) of intensities from the two nearest planes. At
2 cpd, the blended image within the display’s workspace
is a nearly perfect approximation to the image produced
by a real target. Importantly, retinal-image contrast is
maximized by focusing at the simulated distance rather
than at one of the image planes. At 6 cpd, the blended
image is still a good approximation, and retinal contrast is
again maximized by focusing at the simulated distance
rather than at one of the image planes. At 18 cpd, the
blended image is a poorer approximation to the real world:
the peak contrast occurs near the image planes rather than at
the simulated distance. This analysis shows that the multi-
plane approximation to the real world can be very good for
spatial frequencies as high as 6 cpd (probably higher) with
image planes separated by 0.67 D. The results depend, of

course, on the eye’s pupil size and aberrations: An eye with
a smaller pupil and/or greater aberrations has greater depth
of focus, so the volumetric display provides an even better
approximation to the real world in such cases.
Figure 5 shows that our display creates retinal images

that are an excellent approximation to the real world at low
spatial frequencies, a good approximation at medium
frequencies, and a poor approximation at high frequencies.
An important question is how good is the approximation
visually? In particular, how are blur perception and
accommodation affected in multi-plane displays? Although
the retinal blur created by our display is an approximation
to the blur created by real stimuli, the ability to distinguish
stimuli presented at different simulated distances may be
similar in the two cases because perceived blur is affected
most strongly by medium spatial frequencies (Granger &
Cupery, 1972; Walsh & Charman, 1988) where the multi-
plane approximation is good. Furthermore, we suspect that
accommodation to multi-plane and real-world stimuli will

Figure 5. Retinal-image contrast for different displays and hypothetical accommodative responses. The top, middle, and bottom rows
represent stimuli in the real world, in a conventional 3D display, and in our multi-plane display, respectively. The left, middle, and right
columns represent spatial sinusoids of 2, 6, and 18 cpd, respectively. The abscissas are the actual or the simulated distance to the stimulus
in diopters. The ordinates are the accommodative response in diopters. The colors represent contrast ratio: retinal-image contrast divided
by stimulus contrast. The panels were generated based on the optical aberrations of the left eye of author DMH for a 4.5-mm pupil. His eye
is emmetropic, so the maximum retinal contrast in the upper row occurs when the accommodative response is very close to the stimulus
distance. The distance to the conventional 3D display was set at 2.5 D (40 cm). The secondary bands in the 6- and 18-cpd panels are
caused by the ringing in the MTF of the defocused eye. The distances to the three planes in the multi-plane display were 1.87, 2.54, and
3.21 D, a range of 1.33 D. Wavefront measurements and analysis tools were provided by Austin Roorda, UC Berkeley.
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be similar because human accommodation is controlled
primarily by medium spatial frequencies (4–8 cpd;
Mathews & Kruger, 1994; Owens, 1980; Phillips, 1974;
Tucker, Charman, & Ward, 1986; Ward, 1987).

Experiment 1

When vergence and accommodative distances differ
substantially, many viewers find it difficult to fuse a
binocular stimulus. We conducted an experiment to
determine how serious an effect this is for the vergence–
accommodation conflicts that occur with conventional 3D
displays. Specifically, we measured the effect of focus cues
on the time needed to discriminate a cyclopean stimulus in
a random-dot stereogram. We varied the conflict between
vergence distance and focal distance, and for each
combination of those distances, we found the shortest
stimulus duration at which the observer could reliably
determine the orientation of the cyclopean stimulus.
Because of the coupling between accommodation and
vergence, we expected that observers would perform better
when vergence and focal distances were equal to one another.
We previously conducted an experiment similar to this

(Akeley et al., 2004), but that experiment was limited in
its ability to reveal the consequences of vergence–focal
conflicts on binocular fusion. First, the test stimulus
always required that the observer diverge the eyes, and
there are two problems with that:

1. the observer could anticipate that the test stimulus
would jump to a greater distance and start making
the divergence movement before the stimulus
actually appeared; and

2. we could not determine the consequences of
vergence–focal conflicts when convergence was
required instead of divergence.

Second, the test stimulus consisted of two stereoscopi-
cally defined planes, a red one and a green one. The task
was to indicate whether the red or green plane was nearer.
Such a task does not require accurate accommodation so it
is not well designed to reveal the consequences of
vergence–focal conflicts. Experiment 1 was designed to
overcome both of the problems with the experiment
reported by Akeley et al. (2004).

Methods
Observers

Three observers participated: ARG (29 years old), DS
(23), and BGS (19). ARG was an author; DS and BGS
were unaware of the experimental hypotheses. All had
normal stereopsis as assessed by the Titmus Stereo Test.
They wore their usual optical corrections. We did not test

older observers because they are much more likely to have
reduced accommodative range due to presbyopia.

Stimuli

The stimuli were random-dot stereograms depicting
sinusoidal corrugations in depth. We wanted to make sure
that vergence and accommodation would have to be
reasonably accurate to perform the task, so the stereo-
grams had a high dot density (45 dots/deg2) and high
corrugation frequency (1.35 cpd). With these values,
relatively small errors in accommodation or vergence affect
performance (Banks, Gepshtein, & Landy, 2004; Odom et al.,
1992). The corrugations were oriented T15 deg from
horizontal, and observers indicated which of the two
orientations was presented on each trial. The peak-to-trough
disparity was 4.9 arcmin at all viewing distances. The
stimulus was presented in a virtual circular aperture with a
diameter of 4.2 deg; the surroundwas black.We verified that
the orientation-discrimination task could not be performed
monocularly. We operated the display at half resolution
(1920 � 1200 pixels) to achieve a refresh rate of 41 Hz
thereby allowing fine adjustment of the display time.
At the beginning of each trial, a fixation target was

presented on the mid image plane (Figure 6A). The test
stimulus was then presented at various vergence and focal
distances. We presented two types of stimuli: Those in
which the focal distances corresponded to image planes
(non-blended stimuli) and those in which the focal
distances were between image planes (blended stimuli).
Testing with blended stimuli provides an important check
that the use of depth-weighted blending does not disrupt
the fusion and interpretation of stereo stimuli. Specifi-
cally, we wanted to determine whether such blending
causes an unforeseen disruption of stereovision.
Non-blended test stimuli were presented with the

vergence distance at the near, mid, or far plane and the
focal distance at the near, mid, or far plane. Several
combinations of vergence and focal distance were presented
as shown in Figures 6B and 6C (conditions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
9, A, C, D, and F). The conflicts in the stimuli to vergence
and accommodation were 0, T0.33, T0.67, or T1.33 D.
Blended test stimuli were presented with the vergence

distance and focal distance at a position between the mid
and near planes (“near–mid distance;” 34.8 cm) or
between the mid and far planes (“mid–far distance;”
45.4 cm). We chose the dioptric mid-points between the
image planes for the test of depth-weighted blending
because the analysis in Figure 5 shows that our approx-
imation is poorest at those distances. Those stimuli are
depicted in Figure 6B (rightmost column) and Figure 6C
(conditions B and E).

Procedure

The observer initiated a trial with a button press upon
which the fixation stimulus (Figure 6A) appeared for
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634–1415 ms, the duration being drawn from a random
uniform distribution rounded to the nearest value given
the refresh rate; the random interval discouraged the
observer from making anticipatory eye movements. The
fixation stimulus was a cues-consistent cross that helped
the observer converge and focus at the mid image plane.
The fixation stimulus was then extinguished, and the test
stimulus appeared immediately at one of the various
combinations of vergence and focal distance (in Figure 6,
items 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and A–F). At the end of the test
stimulus presentation, a masking stimulus appeared to
ensure that observers could not make judgments based on
an after-image of the test stimulus. The mask was
composed of dots randomly positioned in depth and was
presented at the same vergence distance and focal distance
as the test stimulus. Observers indicated the orientation of
the corrugation with a key press. They were not provided
feedback about the correctness of their response. The
duration of the test stimulus was varied according to a
2-down/1-up adaptive staircase. The staircase was run until
12 reversals had occurred. To minimize fatigue, observers
were prompted to take a short break after every eight trials.
Each experimental session contained all the vergence–focal
distance combinations presented in a random fashion so that
the observer could not anticipate which condition would be
presented at a given time. A session lasted 293 trials on

average. Observers completed two sessions, so they were
tested twice on each vergence–focal distance combination.
Cumulative Gaussians were fit to the combined psycho-

metric data for each vergence–focal combination using a
maximum-likelihood criterion (Wichmann & Hill, 2001a,
2001b). We found the 75% correct point on each function
and defined that as the time required to fuse the stimulus
in each condition.

Results

The results for the non-blended stimuli are shown in
Figure 7A, which plots the time the observers required to
correctly identify stimulus orientation as a function of the
difference between the vergence and the focal distances.
Different observers exhibited different effect sizes, but in
every case the required time decreased monotonically
with decreases in the vergence–focal conflict. The mini-
mum time of 400–500 ms occurred when the conflict was
zero. Observers were somewhat faster at fusing the
stimulus when the vergence jumped from the mid to the
near plane than when it jumped from the mid to far plane.
These data show that differences in the vergence and the

focal distances affect the ability to fuse stereoscopic
stimuli. When vergence and focal distances change

Figure 6. The conditions in Experiments 1 and 2. The horizontal lines represent the image planes in the apparatus. The thin black lines
represent the visual axes of the eyes; those axes intersect at the vergence distance. The light blue regions represent the focal distance.
Panel A represents the fixation stimulus before the presentation of the test stimulus. $ is the difference in diopters between the vergence and
the focal distances. Panel B depicts eight of the test stimuli in the experiments. For the stimuli marked 3, 7, B, and E, the focal and the
vergence distances were equal to one another (cues-consistent). The rightmost column, outlined in green, depicts the two stimuli with depth-
weighted blending (see General methods section). In these stimuli, the vergence distance was the dioptric midpoint between two image
planes; 50% of the light came from each of those planes. Panel C represents all the stimuli in the experiments. The horizontal dashed lines
represent the three image planes. The vertical arrows represent the vergence distances. Stimuli at positions 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, A, B, C, D, E,
and F were presented in Experiments 1 and 2; in B and E, the focal stimuli are depth-weighted blends. Experiment 3 used stimuli at 1–9.
Experiment 4 used stimuli at 4, 5, and 6 for the cues-inconsistent session, and stimuli at 3, 5, and 7 in the cues-consistent session.
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together, the stimulus can be fused and interpreted
quickly. When vergence and focal distance do not change
together, more time is required. These effects are surely
caused by the cross-coupling between vergence and
accommodation.
Figure 7B compares performance with the blended

stimuli and the cues-consistent subset of the non-blended
stimuli. It plots the duration required to correctly identify
stimulus orientation as a function of the change in
vergence and focal distance. The required time increased

as the change in vergence and focal distance increased.
We also measured the time to fusion for stimuli at
locations A, C, D, and F in Figure 6. The fusion times
for the 0.33 D conflicts did not differ from the cues-
consistent blends; we omitted these data points for clarity.
The results show that the blending technique used to
simulate a cues-consistent stimulus does not hinder
stereovision, at least in the difficult task of Experiment 1.

Experiment 2

We examined the consequences of inconsistency
between focal and vergence stimuli using a second
important criterion: the acuity of stereopsis. Specifically,
we measured stereoacuity thresholds for briefly presented
stimuli for different vergence–focal conflicts.

Methods

The observers were the same as in Experiment 1. The
stimuli, procedure, and task were also the same with two
exceptions. First, stimuli were always presented for 1 s
rather than a variable duration. Second, the spatial
frequency of the corrugations was varied in order to find
the highest discriminable frequency. To enable the
presentation of high corrugation frequencies, we set the
display to its highest resolution (3840 � 2400 pixels),
which required a reduction in refresh rate to 12 Hz.
As in Experiment 1, the experiment had two kinds of

stimuli. With the non-blended stimuli, focal distances
corresponded with image planes; the combinations of
vergence and focal distances were the same as with the
non-blended stimuli in Experiment 1 (1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, A,
C, D, and F in Figure 6C). We presented these stimuli to
determine if vergence–focal conflicts adversely affect
stereo acuity. With the blended stimuli, the focal stimuli
were depth-weighted blends between image planes; the
combinations of vergence and focal distances were the
same as with the blended stimuli of Experiment 1 (B and
E in Figure 6C). We presented these stimuli to determine
if depth-weighted blending adversely affects stereopsis.

Results

Figure 8A shows the results with the non-blended
stimuli with near and far vergence distances. The highest
corrugation frequency at which observers could reliably
discriminate stimulus orientation is plotted as a function
of the difference between the vergence and focal dis-
tances. The highest stereoacuity was obtained when the
conflict was smallest. Thus, minimizing the vergence–
focal conflict enables more precise stereopsis with
relatively brief stimulus presentations. Stereoacuity was

Figure 7. Results of Experiment 1. (A) Results for the non-blended
stimuli. The abscissa represents the difference between the vergence
and the focal distances (vergence minus focal) in diopters. The
ordinate represents the stimulus duration required for the observer to
correctly identify the orientation of the cyclopean stimulus 75% of the
time. The data for the T0.33 D conflicts are not shown. Different
symbols represent the data from different observers: squares for
ARG, triangles for DS, and circles for BGS. The blue filled symbols
represent data when the vergence distance jumped from the mid to
the far image plane; red unfilled symbols represent data when the
vergence distance jumped from the mid to the near plane. Error bars
are 95% confidence intervals. (B) Results for the cues-consistent
stimuli. The abscissa represents the change in the vergence and the
focal distance from the fixation to the test stimulus; positive values are
changes in which the distance decreased and negative values are
those in which the distance increased. The ordinate represents the
stimulus duration required to correctly identify stimulus orientation
75% of the time. Different symbols represent data from different
observers: purple squares for ARG, orange triangles for DS, and
green circles for BGS. The unfilled symbols represent data with non-
blended stimuli in which the focal and the vergence stimuli were at
one of the image planes. The filled symbols are data with blended
stimuli in which focal and vergence distance were between image
planes. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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slightly higher for the near-vergence stimuli than for the
far-vergence stimuli.
The differences in performance across the three observ-

ers are interesting. The effect of vergence–focal conflict
was much larger in ARG than in DS and BGS. In
Experiment 1, DS and BGS could fuse and interpret a
1.35-cpd corrugation with durations less than 1 s at all
vergence–focal conflicts. ARG could not interpret the far-
vergence stimuli unless the conflict was zero; she also
exhibited a larger effect of conflict with the near-vergence
stimuli. The stimulus duration in Experiment 2 was thus
longer than DS and BGS required at 1.35 cpd, but not
necessarily longer than ARG required. For these reasons,

it is not surprising that ARG exhibited the largest effect of
varying the vergence–focal conflict in Experiment 2.
Presumably, we would have observed larger effects of
vergence–focal conflict in DS and BGS if we had used
shorter durations.
The results for the cues-consistent non-blended and

blended stimuli are shown in Figure 8B. Stereoacuity is
plotted as a function of the change in the vergence and
focal distances. The data at T0.33 D are from the blended
stimuli presented between image planes, and the other
data are from non-blended stimuli presented at planes.
The figure shows only results with cues-consistent stimuli
(vergence distance equals focal distance). We also
measured stereoacuity for stimuli at locations A, C, D,
and F in Figure 6 and found that performance with the
0.33 D conflicts did not differ from the cues-consistent
blends; we omitted those data points for clarity. Stereoa-
cuity worsened as the magnitude of the change in
vergence and focal distance increased. Blending did not
affect performance, suggesting that depth-weighted blend-
ing does not adversely affect fine stereopsis.

Experiment 3

We next examined how conflicts between the stimuli to
vergence and accommodation affect depth perception: in
particular, how such conflicts affect the perception of 3D
shape. Horizontal disparity is an ambiguous determinant of
3D shape because a given pattern of horizontal disparity is
consistent with an infinite set of shapes (Backus et al., 1999;
Garding, Porrill, Mayhew, & Frisby, 1995; Rogers &
Bradshaw, 1995). To uniquely determine shape, a distance
estimate is also required. The process of using a distance
estimate in the interpretation of the pattern of horizontal
disparity is disparity scaling. The visual system uses both
vertical-disparity and extra-retinal signals in disparity scal-
ing; the weights assigned to those signals vary with viewing
condition (Backus & Banks, 1999; Backus et al., 1999;
Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995). The extra-retinal signals are
provided by the sensed horizontal vergence of the eyes and
also possibly by the sensed accommodative state. Conven-
tional 3D displays present appropriate vergence signals, but
inappropriate accommodative signals because the focal
distance is fixed at the distance to the display. Consequently,
the distance estimate used in disparity scaling might be
erroneous when conventional displays are used.
Watt et al. (2005) found clear evidence for an influence

of focal distance in disparity scaling. In their experiment,
they varied focal distance by changing the physical
distance between the observer and the display; they did so
by moving the observer, so the observer could have been
aware of the change in viewing distance by means other
than blur and accommodative signals. In Experiment 3, we
took advantage of the unique properties of our volumetric

Figure 8. Results from Experiment 2. The format is the same as
Figure 7 except the ordinate represents the highest spatial
frequency at which observers could identify the corrugation
orientation correctly 75% of the time. (A) Results for non-blended
stimuli with near or far vergence distances. The abscissa represents
the conflict between the vergence and the focal distances in
diopters. The data for the T0.33 D conflicts are not shown. Different
symbol types represent the data from different observers: squares
for ARG, triangles for DS, and circles for BGS. The blue filled
symbols represent the data for far vergence distances and the red
unfilled symbols the data for near vergence distances. Error bars
represent 95% confidence intervals. (B) Results for cues-consistent
stimuli. The abscissa represents the change in the vergence and the
focal distance from the fixation to the test stimulus; positive values
are changes in which the distance decreased and negative values
are those in which the distance increased. Purple squares are data
for ARG, orange triangles for DS, and green circles for BGS. The
unfilled symbols are data with non-blended stimuli presented at an
image plane, and the filled symbols are data with blended stimuli
presented between image planes. Error bars are 95% confidence
intervals.
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display to isolate accommodation and blur and then re-
examined how focus cues per se affect disparity scaling
and thereby affect depth perception. Thus, this experiment
was designed to determine how much of the effects
observed by Watt et al. (2005) were due to vergence–focal
conflicts as opposed to other cues to distance.

Methods
Apparatus

The volumetric display was the one described in the
General methods section. We will refer to the trials
conducted with this display as the volumetric condition.
We also used a conventional 3D display as in Watt et al.

(2005). This was a CRT mounted on a translating platform
that allowed us to vary viewing distance precisely. We
will refer to trials conducted with this display as the
conventional display condition. The viewing distances
with the conventional display were very similar to the
focal distances with the volumetric display: 30 cm (near;
3.33 D), 40 cm (mid; 2.50 D), and 55 cm (far; 1.82 D). In
this condition, the room was dimly lit so that the frame of
the CRT was visible, and observers were well aware of
changes in viewing distance. Dichoptic images were
presented with liquid-crystal shutter glasses (Crystal Eyes,
Stereographics, Inc.) synchronized to the CRT. We
positioned observers with custom bite bars such that the
midpoint of their inter-ocular axis was on the surface
normal from the middle of the CRT. The display was
spatially calibrated (Backus et al., 1999; Watt et al., 2005)
so we could present disparities with an accuracy of better
than 1/2 arcmin.

Observers

Eleven observers participated in preliminary testing.
Three were not able to fuse the stimulus when the
vergence–focal conflict was large, so we did not test them

further. Two more could fuse all the stimuli but experi-
enced significant eyestrain and withdrew from the study.
The six remaining observers were DEJ (20 years old), BGS
(22), DMH (23), AAA (23), JYL (23), and BV (31). Five
were emmetropes. JYL was an uncorrected anisometrope
with 0.25 D of myopia in the right eye and 1.5 D in the left
eye. None wore optical corrections during the experiment.
All had normal stereoacuity as assessed by the Titmus
Stereo Test. One observer (DMH) was an author; the others
were unaware of the experimental hypotheses. We did not
test older observers because they are much more likely to
have reduced accommodative range due to presbyopia.

Stimuli

As in Watt et al. (2005), the test stimulus was a random-
dot stereogram of a vertical hinge in an open-book
configuration (Figure 9). Observers indicated on each
stimulus presentation whether the perceived hinge angle
was more or less than 90 deg. Dot density was 3.3 dots/
deg2. The horizontal and vertical extents of the stimulus
were determined by an elliptical clipping window with a
height of 5 deg and an average width of 6 deg; a random
component was added to the width. The texture gradients
of the sides of the hinge were consistent with the disparity
gradients, but the texture was not a reliable slant cue
because of its low density. We verified this by presenting
the stimuli monocularly to one observer and finding that
he could not reliably perform the task. The background
was black. The dots were produced by illuminating the red
phosphor, which minimizes cross-talk from one eye’s
image to the other’s.
We reduced the effectiveness of vertical-disparity

signals so that observers would be sure to use extra-
retinal signals for disparity scaling. We accomplished this
by reducing the height of the stimulus, which decreases
the weight given to vertical disparity (Backus et al., 1999;
Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995).

Figure 9. The stimulus in Experiment 3. A random-dot stereogram depicting a vertical hinge in an open-book configuration. Observers
indicated whether the perceived hinge angle was greater or less than 90 deg. The task could not be performed monocularly. The reader
can see the 3D hinge by cross-fusing the stimulus. The experiment used a red stimulus on a black background but was reproduced here
as black on white for clarity. The hinge is shown in plan view in Figure 1A.
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We randomly varied the slant of the angle bisector of
the hinge by T10 deg with a mean of 0 deg. Randomizing the
base slant forced observers to base their judgments on the
hinge angle rather than on the slant of one side of the hinge.
All of the stimuli in this experiment were presented on

one image plane: i.e., depth-weighted blending was not
used on the volumetric display. We did this to make the
stimuli on the conventional display and volumetric display
as similar as possible.

Procedure

Before every experimental session, observers completed
a training session that was used to minimize bias in
perceiving a right-angle hinge. During that session, the
fixation cross and test stimulus were presented at the
mid vergence and focal distance: 40 cm on the CRT
and 39.4 cm on the volumetric display. On each training
trial, the test stimulus was presented, and observers
indicated whether the hinge angle appeared more acute or
obtuse than a right angle. Auditory feedback about the
correctness of the response was then provided. An adaptive,
1-down/1-up staircase procedure varied the hinge angle
from trial to trial. Training sessions lasted about 3 min.
An experimental session began after a short break. Trials

in those sessions started with the 1500-ms presentation of
the fixation cross at the vergence and focal distance at
which the hinge stimulus would appear. The hinge then
appeared for 1500 ms (the fixation cross remaining
visible). Then the cross and hinge were extinguished, and
the observer indicated with a key press whether the hinge
angle appeared more or less than 90 deg. A 1-down/1-up
staircase adjusted the hinge angle over trials, terminating
after 12 reversals. The initial step size of 24 deg was
halved after each reversal until reaching a final step size of
3 deg. The resulting psychometric data were fit with a
cumulative Gaussian using a maximum-likelihood crite-
rion (Wichmann & Hill, 2001a, 2001b). The 50% point on
the fitted function was the estimate of the hinge angle that
appeared as a right angle. From those estimates, we
calculated the equivalent distance, the distance at which
the horizontal disparities in the stimulus specify a right
angle. For a target straight ahead of the viewer, the
equivalent distance is

D ¼ IPDðHSRþ 1Þ
2ðHSRj1Þ tan j:=4ð Þ; ð5Þ

where IPD is the inter-ocular distance and HSR is the
horizontal size ratio (a measure of relative horizontal
disparity; Howard & Rogers, 2002).
There were two kinds of experimental sessions.

1. The cues-inconsistent sessions were conducted on
both the volumetric and conventional displays. In
those sessions, the focal distance was constant, and

the vergence distance varied randomly from trial to
trial. For some of those sessions, the focal distance
was near, and the vergence distances were near,
mid, and far. These conditions are numbered 1, 2,
and 3 in Figure 6C. For some of the cues-
inconsistent sessions, the focal distance was at the
mid distance, and the vergence distances were at the
near, mid, or far distance. These are numbered 4, 5,
and 6 in Figure 6C. For the remainder of the cues-
inconsistent sessions, the focal distance was at the
far distance, and the vergence distances were at the
near, mid, or far distance. These are numbered 7, 8,
and 9 in Figure 6C. Note that 1/3 of the trials in the
cues-inconsistent session were actually no-conflict
trials; that is, the vergence and focal distances were
equal to one another 1/3 of the time.

2. The cues-consistent session was conducted on the
volumetric display. In that session, the vergence and
focal distances were always equal to one another.
The distances were near, mid, and far (3, 5, and 7 in
Figure 6C). By comparing observer behavior in the
cues-consistent session with behavior for the three
equivalent vergence–focal distance combinations in
the cues-inconsistent sessions (the ones in which
vergence distance equaled focal distance), we could
determine the consequences of changing focal
distance within a block of trials as opposed to
between blocks of trials.

Each session consisted of six randomly interleaved
staircases, two for each vergence distance. Every session
was repeated at least three times, yielding at least 100
points per psychometric function.

Results

The results are shown in Figure 10, which plots
equivalent distance as a function of vergence-specified
distance. The left columns in each half of the figure show
data from the conventional display and the right columns
from the volumetric display. Different rows show data
from different observers. The red, green, and blue points
are the data from the near, mid, and far cues-inconsistent
sessions, respectively; the color lines are regression fits to
those data. The black points and lines in the right columns
are the data from the cues-consistent session. If disparity
scaling were based only on the vergence-specified
distance and were done without error, the data would lie
on the dashed diagonal lines. The slope of the data is
always less than one, which reflects the well-known
under-constancy in depth perception (Johnston, 1991).
An effect of focal distance is evidenced by vertical
separation of the data. There was an effect of focal
distance in the conventional display data, which replicates
the findings of Watt et al. (2005). There was also an effect
of focal distance in the volumetric display data.
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To assess the reliability of the effect of focal distance,
we performed statistical analyses on the slopes of the
regression lines in Figure 10. Recall that a slope of one
indicates that the observer was taking the change in
distance into account without error (i.e., had perfect depth
constancy), and that a slope of zero indicates that the
observer was not taking changes in distance into account
at all (i.e., he/she was accepting the same pattern of
horizontal disparities as specifying a right-angle hinge no
matter what the distance was). The cues-inconsistent
entries to the analysis were the average slopes of the
three colored regression lines in Figure 10. We used two
kinds of cues-consistent data for the analysis:

1. data from the volumetric display in which vergence
and focal distance were equal to one another and
changed form trial to trial; we call these cues-
consistent, within-session data; and

2. a subset of the data from the cues-inconsistent sessions
on the conventional and volumetric displays, the
subset containing only those trials in which vergence
and focal distance were equal to one another; we call
these cues-consistent, between-session data.

The entries for cues-consistent, between-session were
the slopes of the regression lines fit to the appropriate data
subset. The entries for cues-consistent, within-session
were the slopes of the black lines in Figure 10. On the
volumetric display, the slopes were greater for the cues-
consistent, between-session data than for the cues-incon-
sistent data; this result approached statistical significance
(paired t-test, p = 0.13, one tailed). Also on the volumetric
display, the slopes were significantly greater for the cues-
consistent, within-session data than for the cues-incon-
sistent data (paired t-test, p = 0.02, one tailed). On the
conventional display, the slopes were marginally signifi-
cantly greater for the cues-consistent, between-session data
than for the cues-inconsistent data (paired t-test, p = 0.09,
one tailed). Thus, observers exhibited more depth con-
stancy on both displays when focal distance was consis-
tent with vergence distance than when it was not. Said
another way, presenting stimuli with appropriate focal
distance increased the accuracy of depth perception.
The results are summarized in Table 1, which shows the

slopes of the regression lines for each subject and
condition. The cues-inconsistent values are the average
slopes of the three line fits in Figure 10. The cues-
consistent, between-session values are the slopes of the

Figure 10. Results from Experiment 3. Equivalent distance-the distance at which the disparity setting would correspond to a right angle-is
plotted as a function of vergence distance. The left columns on each half of the figure show the data obtained with the conventional
display. The right columns show the data obtained with the volumetric display. Each row on each half of the figure shows the data from a
different observer. The abscissa in each plot is the vergence distance. The ordinate is the equivalent distance (Equation 5). The diagonal
dashed lines represent the predicted data if equivalent distance were based solely on the vergence-specified distance. The red, green,
and blue points represent the cues-inconsistent data from the near, mid, and far focal distances, respectively (note that 1/3 of those points
are in fact cues-consistent). The colored lines are regression fits to those data points. Error bars are 95% confidence intervals. The black
lines in the right column represent the data from the cues-consistent session.
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lines fitted through the cues-consistent trials in the
different cues-inconsistent sessions. There were no statisti-
cally significant differences between the cues-inconsistent
data collected with the conventional display and the
volumetric display (paired t-test, p = 0.50). There were
also no statistically significant differences between the
cues-consistent, between-session data collected with the
conventional display and the volumetric display (paired
t-test, p = 0.87). Thus, the additional information available
with the translating conventional display did not system-
atically affect perceived depth. This result indicates that
focus cues per se were the key determinant of the
improvement in depth constancy observed by Watt et al.
(2005) when focal distance was the same as vergence
distance.
There was significantly greater depth constancy in the

volumetric display when vergence and focal distance were
equal to one another and changed within a session than
when they were equal to one another, but changed
between sessions (paired t-test, p = 0.05). Thus, trial-to-
trial changes in vergence and focal distance appear to
improve the accuracy of disparity scaling.
In an attempt to understand why some observers

responded differently to changes in focal and vergence
distance than others did, we assessed vergence–accom-

modation coupling in every observer using standard
clinical tests. AC/A (accommodative convergence over
accommodation) is a measure of how much the eyes
converge when the accommodative state of one eye is
driven to different values. CA/C (convergence–accommo-
dation over convergence) is a measure of how much the
eyes accommodate when vergence is driven to different
values. We found no correlation between these measure-
ments and the perceptual results in Figure 10 and Table 1.
Watt et al. (2005) made similar measurements with the
same outcome.
It is possible that the between-subject variability was

due to the use of a spectrally narrowband stimulus (red
only). Narrowband stimuli are not an effective accom-
modative stimulus for many observers (Fincham, 1951),
so we might have observed less between-subject varia-
bility if we had used a white stimulus.

Experiment 4

As we said earlier, conventional 3D displays are
believed to cause fatigue and discomfort. Most researchers

Table 1. Results from Experiment 3. Each row shows the data for a different observer. The first column provides the observers’ initials. The
second indicates the experimental condition. The third shows the data from the conventional display condition, and the fourth column
shows the data from the volumetric display condition. The entries in the third and fourth columns are the slopes of the linear-regression fits
to the data in Figure 10. The entries in the cues-inconsistent condition are the averages of the three regression-line slopes for each
observer. The entries in the cues-consistent, between-sessions condition are the fits to the cues-consistent data across the three
inconsistent sessions (near, mid, and far vergence and focal distance). The entries in the cues-consistent, within-session condition are the
fits to the data obtained with the volumetric display when focal and vergence distance were changed from trial to trial but were always
equal to one another. The entries at the bottom of the table are the slopes averaged across observers.
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and engineers have assumed that the symptoms are caused
by differences between the stimuli to vergence and
accommodation because such differences require the
viewer to uncouple vergence and accommodation (Emoto
et al., 2005; Fry & Kent, 1944; Häkkinen, Pölönen,
Takatalo, & Nyman, 2006; Howarth & Costello, 1997;
Menozzi, 2000; Miles, Judge, & Optican, 1987; Wann &
Mon-Williams, 2002; Yano et al., 2004). The evidence
offered in support of this hypothesis is that viewers report
more fatigue and discomfort when viewing 3D displays
than when viewing 2D displays (Emoto et al., 2005;
Häkkinen et al., 2006; Jin, Zhang, Wang, & Plocher,
2007; Yamazaki, Kamijo, & Fukuzumi, 1990; Yano, Ide,
Mitsuhashi, & Thwaites, 2002). This observation, how-
ever, does not prove that vergence–accommodation con-
flicts cause fatigue and discomfort because there are
several other important differences between viewing 2D
and 3D displays; these include the eye wear required with
3D displays to separate the two eyes’ images, the ghosting
or cross-talk from one eye’s image to the other’s (Kooi &
Toet, 2004), and the perceptual distortions that occur with
3D displays (Bereby-Meyer, Leiser, & Meyer, 1999) and
not with 2D displays (Vishwanath, Girshick, & Banks,
2005). To our knowledge, no one has shown that
vergence–accommodation decoupling per se causes
fatigue and discomfort. Two papersVEmoto et al.
(2005) and Yano et al. (2004)Vcame closest. We review
those papers in the Discussion section (“Focus cues and
visual fatigue”) and make clear why they were unable to
show that conflicts in the vergence and accommodative
stimuli cause visual fatigue.
Our display provides a unique opportunity to test the

conflict hypothesis because with this display we can
independently vary vergence and focal distances without
any other changes in the stimulus or task. Experiment 4
tests the hypothesis directly.

Methods
Observers

Eleven observers, aged 23 to 31 years, participated. We
measured their stereo vision using the Titmus Stereo Test
and all were normal. They all wore their usual optical
corrections during the experiment. All were unaware of
the experimental hypotheses but were warned that they
might experience fatigue and discomfort. We did not
include older observers because they were likely to have
decreased accommodative ability due to presbyopia.

Apparatus and stimuli

The experiment was conducted on the volumetric
display in Figure 3. The test stimuli were disparity-defined
sinusoidal corrugations as in Experiments 1 and 2. They
were presented within a circular aperture with a diameter
of 6.5 deg. Peak-to-trough disparity was 15 arcmin (three

times greater than in Experiments 1 and 2) and spatial
frequency ranged from 1 to 3 cpd with dot density roughly
proportional to the square of spatial frequency. Observers
could not perceive the corrugation waveform if they
accommodated or converged inaccurately.

Procedure

We used a three-interval, forced-choice oddity task. A
trial began with the presentation of a 600-ms fixation cross
on the mid image plane (vergence distance = focal
distance = 39.4 cm). Then three 1500-ms presentations
of the test stimulus occurred separated by inter-stimulus
intervals of 250 ms. Each presentation was marked with a
brief audible beep. The spatial frequency of the corruga-
tion was the same in the three intervals, but the orientation
(T15 deg from horizontal) was different in one. The task
was to identify the odd interval. We provided auditory
feedback to indicate the correctness of the response. The
next trial began immediately after the observer responded
or 4.5 s after the end of the previous trial, whichever came
first. Average trial duration was 6 s. No breaks were
allowed once the experimental session had started.We used
this task because good performance required that the
observer accommodate and converge reasonably accurately
in each of the three stimulus intervals, and this was very
demanding visually.
Experimental sessions had 1230 stimuli presentations

and lasted about 45 min; each observer went through two
sessions on consecutive days. During the cues-consistent
session, the focal and vergence distances of the test
stimulus were equal to one another at the near, mid, and
far image planes (3, 5, and 7 in Figure 6C); those distances
were randomly selected for each of the three stimulus
intervals in a given trial. During the cues-inconsistent
session, focal distance was fixed at the mid plane
throughout, and vergence distance was randomly assigned
in each interval to the near, mid, or far plane (4, 5, and 6
in Figure 6C). Thus, 2/3 of the intervals in the cues-
inconsistent session contained vergence–focal conflicts of
T0.67 D, whereas none of the intervals in the cues-
consistent session contained conflicts. The cues-consistent
and cues-inconsistent sessions were otherwise identical:
same stimulus waveforms, same task, same timing, etc.
Therefore, the only difference between the two types of
sessions was the relationship between vergence and focal
distances. By isolating the vergence–focal conflict, we
were able to directly test whether differences between
vergence and focal distances contribute to fatigue and
discomfort. The order of sessions for each observer was
assigned randomly. The observer and experimenter were
unaware of which session was being run on a given day,
so the experimental design was double blind.
At the beginning of each session, the experimenter read

a script explaining that we were examining visual fatigue
associated with viewing 3D displays. The script also
described the procedure without revealing how the
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experimental sessions differed. In keeping with the human
subjects protocol, the experimenter informed subjects of
their right to withdraw from the study at any time. A
session began with five minutes of training in the task.
Training trials were the same as experimental trials except
there was no conflict in the training trials (vergence and
focal distances were both at the mid image plane). After
training, observers were given a short break and then an
experimental session began.
We wanted to assess the subjective experience of fatigue

and discomfort. To do this, we had observers complete two
questionnaires. They completed a symptom questionnaire at
the end of each session (Figure 11, top). The questionnaire
was modeled after one developed by Sheedy and Bergstrom
(2002). It had five questions:

1. How tired are your eyes?
2. How clear is your vision?
3. How tired and sore are your neck and back?
4. How do your eyes feel?
5. How does your head feel?

In each case, observers indicated the severity of their
symptoms at that moment. Questions 1, 2, 4, and 5
concerned symptoms that are believed to be affected by
the vergence–focal conflict in 3D displays. Question 3
concerned the neck and the back, which should be
unaffected by the conflict. We added that question to
check whether participants were responding specifically to
the queried symptom in each question or more generally.
Observers also completed a display-evaluation ques-

tionnaire after the second session (Figure 11, bottom). It
had four questions.

1. Which session was most fatiguing?
2. Which session irritated your eye the most?
3. If you felt headache, which session was worse?
4. Which session did you prefer?

After observers completed the two sessions and the
questionnaires, we invited them to return for another two
sessions. If they agreed, the cues-consistent and cues-
inconsistent sessions were presented again on consecutive
days but in the opposite order from what they encountered
before. Of the 11 observers, 9 returned for a second set of
sessions with the ordering reversed. Three of these subjects
were participants in a pilot experiment, and only their
second set of data is reported. Two observers declined to
return for the second set of sessions. Our results are thus
drawn from a total of 17 sets of questionnaires.

Figure 11. Top: symptom questionnaire. Participants completed
this questionnaire after each session. For each of the five
questions, they indicated the severity of their symptoms at that
moment. Bottom: display-evaluation questionnaire. Participants
completed this questionnaire after the second session. For each of
four questions, they indicated which session was better (or worse).
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We analyzed the percent-correct data for the orienta-
tion-discrimination task. Performance was nearly always
at 80–100% correct, which means that observers were
generally attentive and able to do the task. There was no
systematic decline in performance over time.

Results

All subjects reported fatigue and/or discomfort at the
end of every session, so the experiment was effective in
producing the symptoms of interest. Figure 12 shows the
average reported symptoms on the symptom questionnaire:
The more severe the reported symptom, the higher the
plotted bar. Orange and blue bars represent the reported
symptoms for the cues-consistent and cues-inconsistent
sessions, respectively. For questions 1, 2, 4, and 5, the cues-
inconsistent symptoms were significantly more severe
than the cues-consistent symptoms (Wilcoxon signed-
rank test, p G 0.025, one tailed). The severity of reported
symptoms did not differ significantly for question 3. Thus,
when vergence and focal distance were not always the
same, subjects experienced more symptoms associated
with the eyes and the head; as expected, they did not
experience more symptoms associated with the neck and
back.

Figure 13 shows the results for the display-evaluation
questionnaire in which subjects were asked to compare
their symptoms in cues-consistent and cues-inconsistent
sessions. Higher values indicate more favorable ratings for
the cues-consistent session in which vergence and focal
distance maintained equal values even as they changed. For
all four questions, the cues-consistent session received
more favorable ratings: The difference was statistically
significant for questions 2, 3, and 4 (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, p G 0.025, one tailed) and question 1 (p G 0.05, one
tailed). Subjects experienced the two sessions in random
order, so the observed difference reflects preferences for
the type of session and not the order in which they were
presented. The results from the display-evaluation ques-
tionnaire make clear that subjects had more favorable
experiences when vergence and focal distance changed
together than when vergence changed and focal distance
was fixed as in conventional 2D displays.
The fatigue and discomfort results in Figures 12 and 13

may actually under-represent the size of the difference
between the two experimental sessions. The two subjects
who reported the most severe symptoms during the cues-
inconsistent session declined to return for the voluntary
second pair of sessions. Thus, unlike the other subjects,
they only contributed data from two sessions as opposed
to four.
These results are, we believe, the first demonstration that

mismatches in the stimuli to vergence and accommodation
cause visual fatigue and discomfort. As such, our
findings are important for a variety of applications of 3D
technology. We will return to this topic in the Discussion
section.

Discussion

Vergence–focal compatibility and visual
performance

In Experiment 1, we found that the time required to
discern the cyclopean stimulus in a random-dot stereo-
gram was minimized when the vergence and focal
distances were equal to one another. In Experiment 2,
we found that finer depth corrugations could be discrimi-
nated when vergence and focal distances were the same.
Both of these effects are almost certainly byproducts of
the cross coupling between vergence and accommodation
(Fincham & Walton, 1957). When the demand in the
vergence stimulus is equal to the demand in the
accommodative stimulus, the cross links facilitate rapid
and accurate responses, so accommodation and vergence
attain their end states more rapidly than when the
demands are unequal (Cumming & Judge, 1986; Krishnan
et al., 1977; Semmlow & Wetzel, 1979).

Figure 12. Results from the symptom questionnaire (Figure 11
top). The average severity of the reported symptom is plotted for
each of the five questionnaire items. Blue bars are the average
reported symptoms after the cues-inconsistent session, and
orange bars are the average symptoms after the cues-consistent
session. Larger values are associated with more severe symp-
toms. Error bars represent T1 standard deviation. This graph
shows data from 11 subjects, with six of them contributing twice.
The double asterisks denote significantly worse symptoms
reported in the cues-inconsistent, than the cues-consistent
session (p G 0.025, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, one tailed).
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Accommodative responses to changes in object distance
consist of two components: a slow component driven by
blur in the retinal image and a fast component driven by
binocular disparity, the stimulus to vergence (Khosroyani
& Hung, 2002). In natural viewing, the changes in
vergence and focal distances are the same (meaning that
the vergence and accommodative demands are equal), and
the slow and fast components work together to produce a
relatively rapid and accurate accommodative response.
When viewing conventional 3D displays, the vergence
and accommodative demands generally differ, so the slow
and fast components attempt to drive accommodation to
different values. The vergence-driven fast component
produces a rapid response to an accommodative state that
does not minimize blur. The blur-driven slow component
senses the error and feeds the cross-coupled system to
correct the overshoot or undershoot produced by the fast
component. As a consequence, the response is slower than
when the vergence and focal stimuli are consistent; indeed,
when the vergence and focal stimuli differ, accommoda-
tion occasionally oscillates (Cumming & Judge, 1986;
Semmlow & Wetzel, 1979). These effects have been
observed in viewers of conventional 3D displays (Torii,
Okada, Ukai, Wolffsohn, & Gilmartin, 2008).
The vergence response is also affected by the consis-

tency of the vergence and focal stimuli, but the effects are

smaller than with the accommodative response (Cumming
& Judge, 1986; Torii et al., 2008). In a study of 3D
displays, Emoto et al. (2005) presented two kinds of
stimuli: ones in which the vergence and focal distances were
consistent with one another and ones in which vergence
distance was varied and focal distance was not. Observers
reported many more fusion failures (i.e., diplopia) with the
latter stimuli, which indicates that vergence was less
accurate when vergence–focal conflicts were present.
The stimulus in Experiments 1 and 2 required accurate

accommodation because retinal-image blur impedes the
ability to discern high-frequency depth corrugations
(Banks et al., 2004; Odom et al., 1992). Thus, conflicts
between the stimulus to vergence and the stimulus to
accommodation undoubtedly affected the speed and the
accuracy of the accommodative response thereby produc-
ing some, if not all, of the effects we observed.
It is interesting to note that the accommodation

response produced by the vergence–accommodation sys-
tem is quite dependent on the spatial-frequency content of
the stimulus. When the stimulus contains high frequen-
cies, changes in retinal-image blur are readily detected, so
the blur-driven slow component drives the cross links
yielding corrections, even oscillations, for hundreds of
milliseconds (Okada et al., 2005). In contrast, when the
stimulus contains only low spatial frequencies, changes in

Figure 13. Results from the display-evaluation questionnaire (Figure 11, bottom). The average comparative rating of a pair of sessions
(one cues-consistent and one cues-inconsistent) is plotted for each of the four questionnaire items. The dashed horizontal line indicates a
response of “no difference.” Values above that line indicate more favorable responses for the cues-consistent session. Error bars
represent T1 standard deviation. The graph shows data from 11 subjects, five of them contributing twice. (One subject misunderstood the
instructions, and her first display-evaluation questionnaire was omitted.) Asterisks mean that the cues-consistent rating was significantly
more favorable than the cues-inconsistent: double asterisks indicate p G 0.025; single asterisk indicates p G 0.05 (Wilcoxon signed-rank
test, one tailed).
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retinal-image blur are hard or impossible to detect, so the
blur-driven component does not drive the system to
correct accommodative errors; rather, accommodation
settles relatively quickly near the value specified by the
vergence stimulus (Okada et al., 2005). Because of this,
the need to minimize the vergence–focal conflict becomes
greater and greater as the spatial resolution of the display
is increased.
Many viewers cannot fuse a binocular stimulus with a

vergence–focal conflict. We documented this in the
preliminary testing for Experiment 3. We presented our
stimuli to 11 young subjects. Three could not fuse most of
the stimuli. Another two could fuse the stimuli but
complained that doing so was too fatiguing. Only six
subjects could fuse all the stimuli without significant
fatigue and discomfort, and they were chosen for the main
experiment. All of the disqualified subjects had normal
binocular vision and could also fuse binocular stimuli in
the natural environment across a wide range of distances.
They only had problems with the experimental stimuli in
which vergence–focal conflicts were present. The fact that
nearly half of observers, all of whom were young adults
with normal binocular vision, could not readily fuse
stimuli with vergence–focal conflicts is a reminder that
researchers and 3D display engineers should minimize the
conflict in their displays to increase the number of people
who can participate.

Focus cues and depth perception

In Experiment 3, we investigated the consequences of
vergence–focal conflicts on the perception of 3D shape.
Although the effect was small, perceived depth was
consistently more accurate when the vergence and the
focal distances were the same as opposed to when they
differed. This effect was presumably caused by changes in
the distance estimate the visual system uses to scale
horizontal disparities (Garding et al., 1995; Watt et al.,
2005).
The fact that focus cues can affect 3D percepts has

significant implications for psychophysical research on
depth perception. The great majority of experiments are
conducted with conventional 3D displays in which focus
cues specify the flat surface of the display rather than the
simulated depth of the experimental stimulus. Consider,
for example, research on the perception of structure from
motion. The retinal-image motion caused by relative
movement between the viewer and the object creates a
compelling 3D impression, but in laboratory experiments,
the judged depth is often smaller than the simulated depth
(Braunstein, Liter, & Tittle, 1993; Caudek & Proffitt,
1993; Domini & Caudek, 1999; Loomis & Eby, 1989;
Todd & Bressan, 1990). For instance, Hogervorst (1998)
presented monocular structure-from-motion stimuli that
simulated hinges similar to the ones in our Experiment 3.
As in our experiment, observers judged the angle between

the sides of the hinge. They consistently overestimated the
angle (underestimated the depth). The results were
consistent with a Bayesian model incorporating optic flow
measurements and their associated noises. However, depth
underestimation would also be expected if focus cues
affected observers’ percepts because such cues specify the
flat surface of the display rather than the varying distance
of the sides of the simulated hinge.
Hogervorst and Eagle (2000) tested for effects of focus

cues by redoing part of the experiment with a pinhole
pupil. They reasoned that a pinhole would render focus
cues uninformative, so if focus cues had contributed to the
depth underestimation in their main experiment, they
would observe less underestimation with a pinhole than
with a natural pupil. However, pinholes do not necessarily
render focus cues uninformative; instead they may cause
the retinal blur and accommodative signals to be inter-
preted as specifying flatness (Frisby et al., 1996; Watt
et al., 2005). For this reason, using pinholes with conven-
tional displays is not an adequate test for the influence of
focus cues. By not including signals that may well have
affected observers’ percepts, Hogervorst and Eagle may
have misinterpreted their data yielding an erroneous
theoretical account.
Todd and colleagues have repeatedly observed non-

veridical depth estimation when 3D structure is specified
by disparity, motion, pictorial information, and combina-
tions of those cues (reviewed by Todd, 2004). Their
stimuli are also generally presented on computer displays,
so focus cues may have contributed to the compression in
perceived depth. Todd and colleagues have discounted
this concern by noting that non-veridicality is frequently
observed with real stimuli as well (e.g., Baird & Biersdorf,
1967). But to gain a full understanding of depth
perception, we need to quantify what the depth percepts
are, not just whether or not they are veridical. Quantifi-
cation could be improved by evaluating the contribution
of focus cues in such experiments.

Focus cues and visual fatigue

As we noted in the Introduction section, many authors
have stated that conflicts in the stimuli to vergence and
accommodation are the cause of the well-known visual
fatigue and discomfort associated with conventional 3D
displays (Howarth & Costello, 1997; Wann & Mon-
Williams, 2002). Despite this widespread belief, no one
has proven (with the appropriate control conditions) that
the stimulus conflict causes fatigue and discomfort. In our
opinion, the two reports that come closest are (Emoto et al.,
2005; Yano et al., 2004).
In a study involving the manipulation of vergence and

focal demands while viewing displayed images, Emoto et
al. (2005) had subjects view a 3D display under different
viewing conditions. There was a range of disparities in the
scene. The absolute disparity of the entire scene was
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changed with variable-power prisms. In one condition, the
absolute vergence stimulus was varied periodically while
the focal stimulus was fixed. In a second condition, the
vergence and the focal stimuli were periodically changed
in a fashion that made them somewhat similar to one
another. Subjects reported the most fatigue when the
prism power was changing, but the differences across
conditions were not statistically significant. Emoto et al.
(2005) concluded that vergence–accommodation conflicts
cause visual fatigue. As we implied earlier, this con-
clusion is not warranted for three reasons.

1. The 3D movie that served as their stimulus
presented multiple potential vergence distances, so
Emoto and colleagues could not know the size of
the conflict between the stimulus to vergence and
the stimulus to accommodation for any of their
experimental conditions: It would have depended on
where the subject was looking in the virtual scene.

2. The taskVcounting the instances of a particular
Japanese characterVcould have been performed
monocularly and therefore did not require that the
observer resolve the vergence–accommodation
conflict.

3. The vergence stimulus was varied by changing the
power of prisms in front of the observers’ eyes and
such prisms produce spatial distortions that can
cause fatigue (Kooi & Toet, 2004).

Yano et al. (2004) presented stereo images of a page of
text on a conventional 3D display. The subjects were
instructed to read text. The focal distance of the text was
constant, but the disparity-specified distance of the text
differed from one experimental session to another. At the end
of each session, they assessed subjects’ fatigue and dis-
comfort. The severity of the reported symptoms grew
monotonically with the magnitude of the conflict between
the focal and the disparity-defined distances of the text. Yano
and colleagues concluded that vergence–accommodation
conflicts cause visual fatigue and discomfort in conven-
tional 3D displays. This conclusion is not justified for two
reasons. First and most important, the vergence–focal
conflict co-varied with the vergence demand, so one cannot
determine from the results whether the conflict or the
vergence demand caused the fatigue. Second, the subjects’
task did not require stereopsis; indeed, it could have been
performed monocularly.
Thus, to our knowledge, it has never been shown in an

experiment with appropriate control conditions that differ-
ences in the stimuli to vergence and accommodation
actually cause viewer fatigue and discomfort. We per-
formed a direct test of the conflict hypothesis in Experi-
ment 4. We isolated the variable of interestVthe
vergence–focal conflictVwhile keeping all other aspects
of the stimulus and the procedure the same. Furthermore,
the taskVdiscriminating the orientation of a corrugation in
a random-element stereogramVcould only be performed

binocularly and thus required stereopsis. We believe this is
the first demonstration that this conflict is a cause of visual
fatigue and discomfort.
The fatigue and discomfort produced by vergence–focal

conflicts are presumably byproducts of the cross coupling
between vergence and accommodation (Fincham &
Walton, 1957). When disparity is present, commands are
sent to the extra-ocular muscles to modify vergence and to
minimize the disparity. When blur is present, commands
are sent to the ciliary muscles to adjust accommodation
and minimize the blur. However, vergence and accom-
modation are additionally complicated because of the
vergence–accommodation cross coupling: changes in
disparity affect accommodation via vergence commands
and changes in blur affect vergence via accommodative
commands. When the vergence and the focal stimuli are
consistent with one another, the commands are compatible
and the two systems can adjust to appropriate states
relatively quickly. When the vergence and the focal
stimuli differ, the commands are no longer compatible.
Presumably, the difficulty in resolving the incompatibility
is an important contributor to fatigue and discomfort.
Consistent with this argument, Wann and Mon-Williams
(2002) observed a change in the coupling between
vergence and accommodation (i.e., changes in the AC/A
and CA/C ratios).

Transient versus sustained changes
in focal distance

In Experiment 3, there were two kinds of experimental
sessions presented with the volumetric display:

1. sessions in which the focal distance was the same for
the whole block of trials and vergence distance
changed from trial to trial (in 1/3 of those trials, the
focal and the vergence distances were the same), and

2. sessions in which the focal distance and vergence
distance were always equal to one another and
changed from trial to trial.

We compared performance in the cues-consistent trials
from those two sessions (Table 1, cues-consistent,
between-session trials and cues-consistent, within-session
trials). When we did so, we found that shape perception
was more accurate in the cues-consistent, within-session
trials than in the cues-consistent, between-session trials.
This seems surprising because with trial-to-trial changes
in focal distance, the system has less time to accommodate
to the new distance and to estimate accommodative state
than it has when focal distance is fixed within a block. We
offer two hypotheses to explain this observation.
First, the cues-consistent trials in the first session were

presented among cues-inconsistent trials in which the
vergence and the focal distances differed. Perhaps the
presence of those inconsistent trials caused changes in
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the vergence–accommodation system (i.e., adaptation of
the cross links) that affected performance in the cues-
consistent trials (Schor & Tsuetaki, 1987).
Second, perhaps the visual system can take transient

changes in accommodative state into account better than
sustained changes. There are examples of similar pheno-
mena in the literature. For example, consider the problem
of judging the perceived direction of a target relative to the
head when the eyes are in eccentric gaze. To estimate
direction correctly, the visual system must measure the
position of the target on the retina and the position of the
eyes relative to the head. Direction judgments are more
accurate shortly after the eye movement is made than after
the eyes are held in the eccentric position for a while (Paap
& Ebenholtz, 1976). Thus, transient changes in eye
position are taken into account better than sustained
changes, and the same may apply to accommodation.

Retinal images formed by volumetric
displays and the real world

The retinal images formed when viewing our volumet-
ric display compared to the images formed when viewing
the real world depend on several factors. Some of those
factors are properties of the display: the form of the filter
used for determining image intensities (Figure 4) and the
separation between and number of image planes. Some
factors are properties of the viewer: pupil diameter,
accommodative accuracy, and the optical quality of the
eye. Finally, some factors are stimulus properties: the
spatial-frequency content and contrast of the object. It is
important to know how the abovementioned factors affect
the quality of our simulation of real-world viewing. Here
we examine the effects of viewer and stimulus properties.
To do so, we performed an analysis like the one in Figure 5.
Specifically, we determined how retinal-image contrast
varies with accommodative response for real objects and
for virtual objects presented in our volumetric display.
Figure 14 plots contrast ratio (retinal-image contrast

divided by object contrast) as a function of accommodative
response to a stimulus rendered at the dioptric mid-point
between two image planes in the volumetric display and
for a real-world stimulus presented at the same focal
distance. We chose the dioptric mid-point between image
planes because our approximation to the real-world is
poorest at that position: If the approximation is good there,
it will be at least as good at other positions between the
image planes. In each panel, the dashed lines represent the
contrast ratios for a real-world stimulus, and the solid lines
represent the ratios for the same stimulus presented with
depth-weighted blending in the volumetric display; the
shading represents the difference in the ratios. As before,
we represented the eye’s optical aberrations with Zernike
polynomials from which we computed the point-spread
function (PSF). We again assumed that the higher-order

Figure 14. Retinal images with real-world and volumetric viewing.
In each panel, the abscissa is the accommodative response in
diopters and the ordinate is the retinal-contrast ratio: retinal-image
contrast divided by object contrast. The real-world stimulus is
always presented at 2.21 D. The volumetric stimulus is always
presented on image planes at 1.87 and 2.54 D (represented by
the arrows) to simulate an object at 2.21 D; this mimics the
situation in our volumetric display. The dashed and the solid lines
represent the contrast ratios created by real and volumetric
stimuli, respectively; the shaded areas represent the difference.
The stimulus in every case is a vertical sinusoidal grating. (A) The
effect of viewer’s optical aberrations. Pupil diameter is 4 mm and
stimulus spatial frequency is 6 cpd. The red, green, and blue
curves represent respectively the contrast ratios for a diffraction-
limited eye, the eye of a viewer with typical aberrations, and the
eye of a viewer with larger-than-typical aberrations. (B) The effect
of pupil size. The viewer has typical aberrations. The stimulus is
6 cpd. The red, green, and blue curves represent the contrast
ratios for pupil diameters of 2, 4, and 6 mm, respectively. (C) The
effect of stimulus spatial frequency. The viewer has typical
aberrations and pupil diameter is 4 mm. The red, green, and blue
curves represent the contrast ratios for spatial frequencies of 2, 6,
and 18 cpd, respectively.
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aberrations measured at one accommodative state do not
change with accommodation (Cheng et al., 2004).
The optical quality of observers with nominally normal

vision can vary substantially (Thibos, Hong, Bradley, &
Cheng, 2002). Depth of focus is greater in highly
aberrated eyes than in eyes with high-quality optics
(Chen, Kruger, Hofer, Singer, & Williams, 2006), so our
approximation should be better when the observer has an
aberrated eye. Figure 14A illustrates this by showing how
the eye’s aberrations affect contrast ratios in our display
and the real world. Pupil diameter is 4 mm, and stimulus
spatial frequency is 6 cpd. The red curves are calculations
for a diffraction-limited eye (i.e., an eye with no
aberrations). The green and blue curves are from
observers with typical and greater-than-typical aberra-
tions, respectively. As expected, the approximation to the
real world is best for the highly aberrated eye and poorest
for the diffraction-limited eye.
The depth of focus of the visual system is roughly

inversely proportional to pupil diameter (Charman &
Whitefoot, 1977; Green, Powers, & Banks, 1980), so our
approximation to the real world will improve as pupil size
decreases. Figure 14B demonstrates this by showing how
the observer’s pupil diameter affects contrast ratios in our
display and the real world. The observer has typical
optical aberrations relative to a population of young
observers with normal vision (Thibos et al., 2002). The
stimulus is a 6-cpd sinusoidal grating. We concentrate on
that spatial frequency because, as we said earlier, blur
perception and accommodation are determined primarily
by spatial frequencies near that value (Owens, 1980;
Walsh & Charman, 1988). The red, green, and blue curves
represent contrast ratios for pupil diameters of 2, 4, and
6 mm, respectively. As expected, the volumetric display
approximates the real world very well at 2 mm,
reasonably well at 4 mm, and not as well at 6 mm.
Depth of focus is roughly inversely proportional to the

spatial frequency of the stimulus (Green et al., 1980), so
our approximation should be better at low than at high
spatial frequencies. Figure 14C confirms this expectation
by showing how stimulus spatial frequency affects
contrast ratios in our display and the real world. Pupil
diameter is 4 mm, and the eye has typical aberrations. The
red, green, and blue curves represent contrast ratios for 2,
6, and 18 cpd, respectively. As expected, the approxima-
tion to the real world is excellent at 2 cpd, reasonable at
6 cpd, and poor at 18 cpd.
These calculations show that our volumetric display

produces the best approximation to the real world when
the depth of focus of the visual system is relatively large
(small pupil, low spatial frequency, aberrated eye), and
that it produces the poorest approximation when depth of
focus is small (large pupil, high frequency, unaberrated
eye). Experimenters and applications engineers should
consider these issues when utilizing displays in basic
vision research and in applications.

Practical guidelines

Basic researchers and engineers have to make a variety
of decisions when they set up their experiments or
applications. In most cases, they wish to make their visual
displays as useful and non-fatiguing as possible, and they
generally want their stimuli to produce percepts that are
faithful to the real world. The work presented here allows
us to provide some guidelines for setting up and designing
displays and for creating visual stimuli.
First, how does oneminimize perceptual distortions due to

focus cues? At this point, we do not have sufficient
understanding of how depth percepts are affected by retinal
blur and accommodation and by vergence–accommodation
conflicts to state firm rules. There are, however, some
general guidelines.

1. Use long viewing distances when possible because
focus cues have less and less influence as the
distance to the display increases; there should be
little influence beyond 1 m (Watt et al., 2005).

2. Minimize the conflict between the vergence and the
focal distances because conflicts cause inappropriate
disparity scaling and failures of binocular fusion
(Watt et al., 2005; Experiment 3 in the current paper).
One can minimize the vergence–focal conflict by
matching the simulated distance in the display and
focal distance as well as possible.

3. Maximize the reliability of other depth cues in
the stimulus because the influence of focus cues
should decrease as its relative reliability decreases
(Equation 1).

Second, how does one minimize visual fatigue and
discomfort when using conventional 3D displays?We do not
understand all of the determinants of fatigue and discomfort,
but again there are some reasonable guidelines.

1. Minimize the vergence–focal conflict by setting the
physical distance to the display as close as possible
to the disparity-specified distance of the important
parts of the virtual scene (Experiment 4 in the
current paper). If the physical distance cannot be
changed, ophthalmic lenses can be used to make the
focal distance compatible with the vergence dis-
tance. Of course, one cannot in general set the
vergence–focal difference to zero in conventional
displays because the virtual scene will contain a
variety of disparities, so the vergence stimulus will
vary as the viewer fixates different parts of the scene.

2. When reasonable, minimize the consequences of
vergence–focal conflicts by making an existing
conflict less salient. This can be accomplished by
increasing the distance to the display and to the
virtual scene. It can also be accomplished by
attenuating high-spatial frequency content from the
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images (Okada et al., 2005), but this is generally
undesirable for other reasons.

The importance of focus cues, including vergence–focal
conflicts, undoubtedly varies with the viewer’s age. With
increasing age, the range of accommodation decreases. By age
40–50 years, most viewers have become presbyopic. When
presented with a volumetric display with near-correct focus
cues, presbyopes will be unable to accommodate differentially
to stimuli in different image planes. They will therefore
experience appropriate depth-dependent blur but will be
unable to reduce blur by accommodating differentially. In
our experience, presbyopes do not benefit much, if at all, from
the presentation of near-correct focus cues as in our display.
We close by demonstrating another effect of blur in the

interpretation of images. When we look at an object in the
natural environment, vergence and accommodation adjust
to the appropriate distance. Therefore, the retinal images
of the fixated object have no disparity and are well
focused. As the viewer continues to look at the near
object, background objects create retinal images with
disparity and blur. In many simulations of that viewing
situation, the disparity of the background is recreated
correctly, but blur is not because the background objects
are drawn as unblurred on the display.
Figure 15 provides examples of those two viewing

situations. The stereograms depict two frontoparallel planes

of sticks. In the upper stereogram, the sticks are all drawn
unblurred. When you fixate the foreground (aided by the
fixation marker), many of the background sticks appear
double (or create false matches that produce various
apparent stick orientations). The lower stereogram is
identical to the upper except that the background sticks are
blurred to simulate the effect of focusing on the foreground
sticks. As you fixate the foreground, the diplopia associated
with the background sticks is less apparent and the number
of false matches is reduced. Thus, the blur induced by non-
fixated background objects may reduce the salience of the
diplopia that occurs with sharply rendered 3D simulations.
This illustrates another potentially useful function of
presenting correct or near-correct focus cues in 3D displays.

Conclusions

Conventional 3D displays present images on one
surface, so focus cuesVaccommodation and blur in the
retinal imageVspecify the depth of the display rather than
the depths in the simulated scene. In addition, the
vergence stimulus in conventional 3D displays varies
depending on where the viewer looks in the simulated
scene, but the focal distance remains fixed; the difference

Figure 15. Salience of diplopia with and without blur. The stereograms depict two frontoparallel planes of sticks. In the upper stereogram,
the sticks in the near and far planes are rendered sharp. In the lower stereogram, the sticks in the near plane are rendered sharp and the
ones in the far plane are blurred. Cross fuse for the left pairs; divergently fuse for the right pairs.
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in those distances requires the viewer to uncouple
vergence and accommodation. We examined how visual
performance, perceived 3D shape, and visual fatigue are
affected by the vergence–focal conflicts that arise in
conventional 3D displays. To do so, we used a novel 3D
display that presents focus cues that are correct or nearly
correct for the simulated scene. When focus cues are
correct or nearly correct,

1. the time required to identify a stereoscopic stimulus
is reduced,

2. stereoacuity in a time-limited task is increased,
3. distortions in perceived depth are reduced, and
4. viewer fatigue and discomfort are reduced.

These results have important implications for vision
research and the design and use of displays.
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